On how monospecific memory-like autoregulatory CD8+ T cells can blunt diabetogenic autoimmunity: a computational approach.
We have recently shown that during progression to autoimmune diabetes in NOD mice, memory autoreactive regulatory CD8(+) T cells arising from low-avidity precursors can be expanded to therapeutic levels using nanoparticles coated with disease-relevant peptide-major histocompatibility complexes (pMHCs). Here we examine the dynamics of memory autoregulatory CD8(+) T cells specific for islet-specific glucose-6-phosphatase catalytic subunit-related protein(206-214), a prevalent β cell autoantigen; their high-avidity counterparts (dominant effectors); and all other autoreactive non-islet-specific glucose-6-phosphatase catalytic subunit-related protein(206-214)-specific CD8(+) T cell specificities (subdominant effectors) in response to pMHC-coated nanoparticle (pMHC-nanoparticle) therapy. We combine experimental data with mathematical modeling to investigate the clonal competition dynamics of these T cell pools. To mimic the response diversity observed in NOD mice, we simulated many individual mice, using a wide range of parameters, and averaged the results as done experimentally. We find that under certain circumstances, pMHC-nanoparticle-induced expansion of autoregulatory CD8(+) T cells can effectively suppress the expansion of dominant and subdominant effectors simultaneously but, in some few cases, can lead to the substitution (or switching) of one effector population by another. The model supports the idea that disease suppression is based on the elimination of autoantigen-loaded APCs by the expanded autoregulatory CD8(+) T cells. The model also predicts that treatment strategies that operate by selectively inhibiting autoantigen-loaded APCs, such as the pMHC-nanoparticle approach, have the highest promise to blunt polyclonal, multiantigen-specific autoimmune responses in vivo without impairing systemic immunity.